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The Nikah 

 

Urdu transcript: 

 
��2ہ0,/ �ے .-, ہ+#را )'#ح ہ%$# ہے۔ : �ڑ  

Depends 
� ہ<ں ا>; 6#$: $% وہ .7� ہ% 6'5# ہے،(?�5� دو)%ں BCح اور ر#'( %� اE ?Fپ 

which is the 
5�J#د/۔ ># Eپ ص?ف )'#ح BC7? رK 6'5ے ہ<ں اور ?�  

depending on however long you want. 
 7K? اس �ے .-,۔ )'#ح ہ%$# ہے۔ )'#ح

is a solid marriage. 
 اور وہ ہ%$# ہے اRS'0T ;2U6۔ وہ#ں K Q<E ?Kڑه5ے ہ<ں E?Oن 6ے، اور

signatures 
�?$ے ہ<ں، اور 2%�%/ ہ%)# V?ور/ ہے وہ#ں K?۔ 

 
$% )'#ح: ا)ٹ?و>Wر  

is the actual Islamic wedding? 
 

��)'#ح: �ڑ  
is the actual Islamic wedding. That’s where you become husband and wife. 

 

 

 

English Translation: 

 
Girl: After the Mehndi1, we have the Nikah… Depends if you want to do both the Nikah 
and the Departure2 together, which is also called the wedding... Or you can just do the 
Nikah first and then the Farewell depending on however long you want. Then after that is 
the Nikah. Nikah is the solid marriage and it is an Islamic function. There you read verses 
from the Quran, and do your signatures, and a Moulvi (Muslim priest) needs to be 
present.  
 
Interviewer: So the Nikah is the actual Islamic wedding? 
 
Girl: Nikah is the actual Islamic wedding. That’s where you become husband and wife. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 a fun ceremony preceding the actual wedding where there is singing and dancing 
2 The bride leaves ceremoniously with her husband to signal the beginning of their life together. 
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